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Abstract
Political dynasties are ubiquitous in democratic countries, even though many countries democratised to
move away from hereditary rule. Despite their ubiquity, we know little about how political dynasties affect economic development. Economic theory makes ambiguous predictions: bequest motives may encourage dynasts
to make long-term investments that regular politicians would not; but elections may be less effective at disciplining dynasts if they inherit political capital from their predecessors. We compile data on the family histories of
all Indian MPs since 1952, and document that 35% of Indian villages have experienced dynastic rule. Politicians
who have a son are twice as likely to found a dynasty, allowing us to use the gender of past incumbents’ kids
as an instrument for each village’s exposure to dynastic rule. We find that dynastic rule has a negative long-run
impact on earnings, asset ownership and educational attainment. Constituency boundary changes allow us to
show that founders actually have positive effects while descendants have negative effects. We provide evidence
that founders outperform because of bequest motives and descendants underperform because of poor incentives. Descendants inherit large electoral advantages from their predecessors, their vote shares are only weakly
correlated with their in-office performance, and they exert less effort. These results are consistent with a simple
political agency model where voters are Bayesian learners.
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Introduction

Political dynasties are ubiquitous in democratic countries, even though many countries democratised
to move away from hereditary rule. Nearly 50% of democratic countries have elected multiple leaders
from the same family, and 15% are currently led by a descendant of a former leader1 . Politics is an
important occupation: the behaviour of politicians directly affects public good provision, shapes the
economic incentives of other agents and is often a public signal to coordinate behaviour. Relative
to other occupations, politics is also unusually dynastic: it ranks among the top 1% of occupations
on a measure of dynastic bias both in the US and a representative sample of democratic countries.
Yet despite their prevalence, we know relatively little about how political dynasties affect economic
development. This paper attempts to shed light on this question by (i) providing causal evidence on
the economic impacts of dynastic rule in India; (ii) examining the underlying mechanisms; and (iii)
suggesting a theory for why dynasties are so over-represented among politicians in equilibrium.
Theory makes ambiguous predictions about the economic consequences of dynastic rule. On the
one hand, bequest motives might lengthen the time horizon of dynastic politicians and provide incentives to make long-term investments that regular politicians would not. The opportunity to found
a political dynasty might thus have positive development consequences, especially if regular politicians generally have shorter time horizons than voters. We call this the founder effect. On the other
hand, dynastic heirs often inherit political capital from their predecessors — a prominent name, a
positive reputation, a powerful network, a party machine. If these political assets give dynastic descendants significant electoral advantage, elections may be less effective at holding them to account.
Descendants could be poorly selected (if electoral advantages allow even “lemon dynasts” to win)
or face poor incentives (if their re-election does not depend on performing well in office). These descendant effects are likely bad for development. The net impact of dynastic rule is a combination of
founder and descendant effects.
We study the economic impacts of dynastic rule in India, where democracy is robust, elections
are regular and competitive, and dynasties are salient. We compile detailed biographical informa1 I classify countries as democratic or non-democratic based on the Economist Intelligence Unit’s democracy index, and say it
has a political dynasty if it had a head of state from a political family
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tion on the family connections of the universe of Indian MPs since colonial-era legislative assemblies,
and construct village-level measures of exposure to dynastic rule by linking villages with the constituencies they have resided in over time. We document high and growing levels of dynasticism.
Nearly 10% of current MPs are children of former MPs, up from 2% in 1960 and almost 2500 times
higher than random chance would predict. 35% of Indian villages have experienced dynastic rule
since independence with an average length of 17 years.
Variation in the gender composition of MPs’ children creats quasi-random variation in where
dynasties arise. Given the barriers that women face in entering politics in a patriarchal society like
India, incumbents without a son may not have an heir. We find empirical support for this: having
a son doubles the probability that an MP establishes a dynasty. Moreover, politicians who have a
son appear similar on demographic and political characteristics compared to politicians without a
son. Thus, villages where past incumbents had a son are more likely to experience dynastic rule: an
additional year of being represented by an MP with a son raises the probability of dynastic rule by
1.6pp.
We exploit this exogenous variation to study the long-run impacts of dynastic rule. We find that
dynastic rule increases poverty: households in villages with longer dynastic rule have lower earnings,
live in lower quality houses, and are less likely to own basic amenities like a fridge, mobile phone
and vehicle. A standard deviation increase in dynastic rule lowers a village’s wealth rank by 10
percentiles. These impacts are the net result of founder and descendant effects.
To separately identify founder and descendant effects, we analyse changes to constituency boundaries, which are made approximately once every 30 years by an independent delimitation commission. Existing papers find that boundary changes mostly reflect population changes over time, and
do not seem to benefit incumbents or the ruling party (Iyer and Reddy 2013). To identify descendant
effects, we examine villages that were in the previously in the same non-dynastic constituency but
under the new boundaries are split between a non-dynast’s constituency and a descendant’s constituency. Similarly, to identify founder effects, we examine villages that are currently in the same
non-dynastic constituency but under the previous boundaries were split between a founder’s constituency and a non-dynast’s constituency. Using this identification strategy, we find that founders
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actually have positve effects (ie. founders’ rule reduces poverty), while descendants have negative
effects.
We attempt to better understand why founders outperform and descendants underperform by
studying the in-office performance of present-day potential founders and dynasts. Politicians with a
son — who may not yet have founded a dynasty but have a greater opportunity to do so — perform
better in office, and this is true for both non-dynasts with a son and dynastic descendants with a son.
This suggests that the mechanism behind positive founder effects is bequest motives.
Descendants do not appear to underperform because of negative selection. We use a close elections RD design comparing constituencies where a descendant narrowly won to those where she
narrowly lost. Descendants are similar to non-dynasts in this sample of marginal races, and yet
descendant-ruled areas show 6.5pp (0.2 std dev) slower night-time lights growth during the term in
office and are assessed to be worse governed by voters. Rather, descendants appear to have weaker
performance incentives. Their t + 1 vote shares are only weakly correlated with their in-office performance, and they seem to inherit a significant amount of political capital from their predecessor: the
father-child vote share correlation is 0.84.
We argue that our results are consistent with a simple political agency model of Bayesian learning.
If founders derive warm-glow utility when their offspring holding political office, bequest motives
would encourage founders to perform better in office in order to create a good reputation that their
offspring can inherit. Bayesian voters elect descendants of outstanding founders, deeming them better than a fresh draw from the distribution of politicians. Moreover, they do not immediately change
their beliefs about the descendant upon receiving a single bad performance signal, believing that this
is just a bad draw from a good politician. This creates moral hazard and allows descendants to persist
in office for several periods despite delivering little in the way of development.
Our argument and findings relate to a growing literature on political dynasties, summarised recently by Geys (2017). In political science, this literature has mostly been concerned with understanding why dynasties exist and persist. Smith (2018) demonstrates that institutional features — electoral
rules and party structure — significantly influence where dynasties arise, and Fiva and Smith (2018)
discuss the role played by intra-party networks in the intergenerational transmission of political cap-
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ital. Chandra (2016) provides a wide-ranging and comprehensive overview of political dynasties in
India, covering the social origins of dynastic families and the implications of dynasties for democratic representation of subaltern groups like underprivileged castes, Muslims and women. But there
is limited discussion about the consequences for economic development.
Economists have mostly focused on documenting that power begets power ie. that dynasties arise
and persist due to factors other than familial variation in political acumen (Smith 2012; Querubin
2015, 2013). Dal Bó, Dal Bó and Snyder (2009) show that holding legislative office in the US House
increases the probability that family members subsequently enter the House. Querubin (2015) and
Rossi (2014) also find that holding legislative office raises the probability that one’s relatives do, in
the Philippines and Argentina respectively. Cruz, Labonne and Querubin (2017) studies very rich
social network data in the Philippines and examines the advantages that family networks confer in
organising clientelism. This may be one channel through which dynastic politicians persist even
when they underperform. Querubin (2013) shows that institutional measures like term limits which
do not tackle the underlying source of dynastic power can be quite ineffective at reducing persistence.
Tantri and Thota (2018) study the performance of marginal descendant winners in India and also
find that they underperform relative to regular politicians. However, they do not consider founders,
explore mechanisms for underperformance or persistence, and focus only on close races and shortrun effects. Asako et al. (2015) also document that dynastic descendants in Japan underperform but
have electoral advantages.
Our paper is also related to a large literature in economics on family firms, which generally finds
that they are poorly managed (Bloom and Van Reenen (2007); Lemos and Scur (2018)). Burkart, Panunzi and Shleifer (2003) considers the incentives of founder CEOs to bequest their firm to a descendant rather than hire a professional manager. Bennedsen et al. (2007) shows causal evidence that firms
inherited by a dynastic descendant underperform on financial metrics. However, the key difference
between family firms and political dynasties is that founder CEOs typically have control rights over
their firm while dynastic politicians have no formal power over voters. Hence the mechanisms for
persistence are unlikely to be exactly the same.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains background on political
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dynasties in India. Section 3 describes the data used. Section 4 outlines the empirical strategy. Section
5 presents our main results. Section 6 examines founder effects, Section 7 examines descendant effects,
Section 8 proposes a theory that is consistent with our main facts, and Section 9 concludes.

2

Background

This paper considers dynasties in India for several reasons. First, despite being robustly democratic
— it has held regular, free and fair elections almost without interruption2 since independence in 1947
— political dynasties are salient in India. All but 2 of India’s 14 Prime Ministers have founded a political dynasty; and
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of party leaders and Chief Ministers are descendants of former politicians. Perhaps

the most well-known of these dynasties is the Nehru-Gandhi family that has spawned 3 Prime Ministers and 14 elected officials over 5 generations. 2019 will in fact mark the 100th anniversary of the
family’s leading position in the Indian National Congress, the country’s oldest party. Second, though
India has a federal system of government, MPs are elected in single-member districts by plurality
rule, and have both a legislative and significant constituency development role. They receive discretionary untied funds for local area development, and (are supposed to) chair quarterly meetings with
local bureaucrats to assess the progress of local development projects and the implementation of government programs. Many papers also show how MPs have informal clout to influence the allocation
and functioning of government programs (. This paper focuses on MPs elected to the Lok Sabha —
the lower house of India’s bicarmel national legislature — and on MLAs elected to the various state
assemblies. Each term lasts 5 years (or until the parliament is dissolved) and there is no term limit.
Third, empirical research on political dynasties is often stymied by the difficulties of collecting data
on family ties between politicians, and we are able to circumvent these challenges in ways I describe
in the next section.
2 The

interruption was due to the imposition of Emergency Rule in the late 1970s.
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3

Data

3.1

Dynastic links

We exploit two data sources to identify dynasties links: first, we compile the biographical profiles of
all MPs in independent India ie. since the first parliament in 1952 3 . These profiles contain the names
of each MP’s father, mother and spouse; the number of sons and daugthers she has, as well as other
personal and professional details. We code an MP as a dynastic descendant if her father, mother or
spouse previously held a Lok Sabha seat or a position in the Imperial Legislative Council — a Britishera assembly consisting of both nominated and elected members — after 1862. We code an MP as a
founder of a political dynasty if her son, daughter or spouse won a Lok Sabha seat in a later period.
To understand whether dynastic candidates inherit electoral advantages, we need to know the
dynastic status of all candidates, not just winners. To collect this information, we exploit the fact
that all candidates for public office in India since 2003 must file affidavits containing their father’s or
spouse’s name, as well as their educational qualifications, outstanding criminal charges and assets
and liabilities. We digitise, scrape, clean and merge over 105,000 nomination papers, and construct
dynastic connections for the universe of Indian politicians in national and state assembly elections
from 2003.
Both these methods likely underestimate the share of dynastic politicians, both (i) because they
overlook family ties other than parental and spousal links (eg. nephews and brothers would be classified as non-dynasts); and (ii) the first method does so particularly because it neglects familial ties to
officeholders in the state assemblies (since we only focus on the national parliament).
We verify both these procedure of identify dynastic links by conducting biographical research
on winners and runners-up in close races to the Lok Sabha from 1999-2014 and by verifying our
classification of politicians with the journalistic work of French (2011).
3 specifically

the Lok Sabha, the elected lower house of the bicarmeral legislature.
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3.2

Length of dynastic rule

We link 3 sources of data to construct village-level measures of exposure to dynastic rule. First, we
spatially link present-day villages from the Indian Census with the parliamentary constituencies it
falls under. Second, we identify whether the representative of each constituency in each year was a
founder or descendant of a political dynasty. This enables us to construct measures of the length of
dynastic rule that each village is exposed to over time. Constituency boundaries have changed 3 times
since 1952, with an independent Delimitation Commission tasked with redrawing the boundaries at
regular, pre-specified intervals. This gives us within-constituency variation in whether villages are
exposed to founders and descendants.

3.3

Economic outcomes

Income and Asset ownership

The Socioeconomic and Caste Census (SECC) is a household-level

census that contains educational attainment, occupation, earnings and asset ownership information
for all households in rural India. The SECC was designed to help the Indian government improve
the targeting of anti-poverty programs. We use the SECC data to construct village-level measures of
poverty. Specifically, we construct variables denoting the share of households who (i) earn more than
Rs 5000 per month (~$80), (ii) live in a brick house, and own (iii) a fridge, (iv) a mobile phone, and
(v) a vehicle. We then construct a wealth rank by taking the principle component of these 5 variables
and computing percentiles.
Public good provision

We construct detailed measures of public good provision in each village

based on the village amenities tab of the decennial Indian Census. We create variables indicating
the availability of public goods by category, and create separate indices for each category by taking
the principal component of the underlying variables in order to guard against multiple hypothesis
testing. We consider 5 categories of public goods — education, health care, sanitation, connectivity
and electricity. For example, the sanitation index is index is the principal component of dummy
variables denoting the availability of treated tap water, a drainage system, closed drainage, a garbage
collection system and a total sanitation program.
8

Night light intensity Night time luminosity is increasingly being used as a proxy for local economic
activity. The data come from images taken by NASA satellites of the world at night, and each grid
is assigned a score of 0-63 based on the level of brightness. The advantages of this data are that they
are an annual panel, and can be cut at any spatial dimension. For example, in this paper, we use
both constituency-level average light intensity and village-level light intensity as proxies for local
economic activity. Henderson, Storeygard and Weil (2012) pioneered this literature and it has also
been used by Costinot, Donaldson and Smith (2016) to measure agricultural productivity. India has
generally become brighter over the last two decades, reflecting the rapid economic growth that has
taken place during the period.

Voter perceptions

The voter perceptions data comes from a survey administered by the Association

for Democratic Reform (ADR) shortly before the 2014 Lok Sabha elections. ADR is an NGO that advocates on issues to help deepen and improve the functioning of democracy in India. ADR filed the
public interest litigation that culminated in the Supreme Court ruling that mandated all candidates
for public office to submit affidavits disclosing their criminal charges, educational qualificaiton, and
assets and liabilities when they submit their nomination papers. ADR’s survey on politician performance allows us to measure the performance of MPs elected in 2009. In the survey, voters were asked
to rate how important on a scale of 1-3 each of 30 separate issues were, and then were asked to rate
their MP’s performance of each issue. Voters were also asked other perceptions questions such as
whether they thought their MP was powerful and whether he or she spent generously during the
elections.
Table 6 shows the importance that voters place on different aspects of an MP’s performance. Several things are noteworthy. First, voters seem to value broad-based general public goods the most
highly – “better employment opportunities”, “better public transport”, “better roads”, “better electric supply” and “drinking water” are the 5 concerns with the highest average rating. As a sanity
check on the quality of the data, we find that rural voters do not care at all about urban issues like
“traffic congestion” and “facilities for pedestrians” while urban voters do not care at all about rural
issues like “agricultural loan availability” or “electricity for agriculture”. However, besides these,
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there are surprisingly few differences on this between rural and urban voters. Even in rural areas,
voters rate distributional issues like “subsidy for seeds and fertiliser”, “better price realisation for
farm products” and “electricity for agriculture” as much less important than general public good
provision. Moreover, surprisingly, there are no differences between general, OBC and SC/ST voters
on the importance of reservation. If anything, there is evidence that general caste voters view the
issue as more important.

3.4

Descriptive facts about political dynasties in India

We present 4 stylised facts about dynasties in India. First, we document that political dynasties have
become more prevalent in India over time. Figure 1 shows that the share of dynastic MPs has grown
over time — from 1.1% in 1952 to 8.0% in 2014 — even as democracy has matured and deepened
in India. Figure 23 shows that this pattern is driven by higher shares of dynastic politicians in new
cohorts rather than dynasts from old cohorts lasting longer in politics.
Second, there is substantial variation across states. Figures 24 and 25 show that on average nearly
4% of candidates and 10% of winners are dynasts. This average figure masks substantial variation
across states from 12% of candidates being dynastic in Punjab to just 2.1% in Tamil Nadu. India’s
two most dominant parties — the Indian National Congress and the Bharatiya Janata Party — have a
similar fraction of dynastic candidates.
Third, there is significant intergenerational transmission of political capital. Figures 2 shows that
the raw father-child vote share correlation is 0.84. Table 1 shows that this strong correlation persists
even when state-party fixed effects are included and sense capture a heritable political asset that is
unrelated to the party.
Fourth, Tab 2 shows that 35% of villages have been ruled by some political dynasty since independence and conditional on having a dynasty, the average share of years under dynastic rule is
30%.
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4

Empirical strategy

4.1

Sons instrument

4.1.1

First stage

To credibly identify the effects of political dynasties on development outcomes, we need plausibly exogenous variation in where dynasties arise. Since women face significant barriers to entering politics
in India — nearly 90% of candidates and 80% of dynastic politicians are male — so an incumbent who
does not have a son may be less likely to have an heir. This does not imply that no daughters follow
their parents into politics — in fact, Indira Gandhi, the subcontinent’s first female Prime Minister,
was daugther of Jawaharlal Nehru, India’s first Prime Minister. The claim is merely that having a son
increases the probability of founding a dynasty.
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between founding a dynasty and having a son. Having a son
predicts founding a dynasty, and the relationship is especially strong for older politicians who were
married in the 1960s and 1970s and whose sons are now old enough to inherit their constituency.
Table 3 presents first stage results. Column 1 shows that politicians who have a son are about 2pp
more likely to establish a dynasty. The baseline probability of founding a dynasty is 1.5%, so having
a son more than doubles a politician’s likelihood of doing so. Measures of political strength — vote
share in the 1st election, number of terms served in parliament — predict whether a politician founds
a dynasty, but including these and other demographic characteristics as controls (in columns 2 and 3)
hardly changes the coefficient on the son dummy. A son can only take over your political mantle once
he is old enough to do so. Hence, we should expect that having a son should only predict founding
a dynasty for politicians who had children sufficiently early. Consistent with this logic, columns 4
shows a larger effect of having a son on founding a dynasty for politicians who were married before
19754 . The 4.2pp effect size corresponds to a tripling of the probability of founding a dynasty. Column
5 shows that having a son does not predict founding a dynasty if the politicians got married too late.
4 The

average age of first-time winners — both descendants and non-dynasts — is roughly 40. Hence in order to enter by
2014 (the last parliament in my sample), the descendant would have to be born by 1975. Having children out of wedlock is
very uncommon in India now and was even more so in the 1970s, hence we can assume in general that children of politicians
who got married after 1975 were born after 1975. Having discussed the logic behind using 1975 as the cutoff year, there is
nothing special about this year, and the results are robust to using any other sensible cutoff year.
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4.1.2

Exogeneity

In order to be a valid instrument, having a son needs not only to predict founding a dynasty but also
be uncorrelated with factors that would affect in-office behaviour. For example, it could be that having only daughters makes an MP more interested in women’s issues and consequently changes policy
priorities. We regress the son dummy on a slew of variables — (i) indicators of political strength and
longevity such as being part of the Constituent Assembly (which drafted India’s constitution), being
involved in the independence movement, and being a minister; (ii) variables capturing a politician’s
partisan affiliation such as holding a position in the All India Congress Committee or state Congress
committees or being associated with the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), a right-wing Hindu
nationalist organisation; (iii) variables capturing political preferences, including parliamentary committee positions held and stated interests in various issues — foreign policy, women and child rights,
farmer support, Dalit upliftment, working for communal harmony. As shown in Figure 4, all these
sets of variables are uncorrelated with having a son. The only variable that predicts having a son is the
number of children, which is almost mechanical. It is reassuring that most dynasties are founded by
politicians who had sons well before 1980, as sex selective technology becomes increasingly used in
India during the 1980s (Hussam 2014). Moreover, the number of children does not predict founding a
dynasty, contrary to the view that politicians who wish to found dynasties continue having children
until they get a son.

4.1.3

Place-wise instrument

We use the gender composition of past incumbents’ kids as an instrument for each village’s exposure to dynastic rule. Specifically, we construct a variable denoting the total number of years since
independence that village i has been represented by an MP with a son. Figures 5 and 26 demonstrate
that there is a strong relationship between being represented by an MP with a son and the length of
dynastic rule. Figure 27 shows that the placebo insturment — years ruled by an MP who had a son
but was married after 1975 —– has no predictive power over length of dynastic rule.
We now estimate IV regressions of the form
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yi = α + βYears dynastic rulei + District FE + γXi + ei

where we instrument for years of dynastic rule using years ruled by an MP with a son. Standard
errors are clustered at the subdistrict level. All regressions include controls for the size, population,
gender ratio, age structure and caste distribution of each village.

4.2

Constituency boundary changes

Parliamentary constituency boundaries have changed 3 times since independence in 1947. Each time
an independent Delimitation Commission is constituted by the government. Parties may offer representation to the committee, which is typically staffed by academics and bureaucrats, but they do
not hold any decision making power. We exploit constituency boundary changes over time as these
create differential exposure to founders and descendants. Consider the following example which
illustrates the variation this generates. Prem Kumar Dhumal has twice been Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh and is a three-time MP from the parliamentary constituency of Hamipur. Dhumal
handed over his Hamirpur constituency to his son Anurag Thakur. However, boundary changes in
2008 meant that a village that is currently within Hamirpur constituency may have been in a different constituency in the past. These villages only experience the descendant Anurag Thakur and not
the founder. Similarly, some villages that were previously in Hamirpur constituency may currently
reside in another constituency. These villages only experience the founder Prem Kumar Dhumal.
8 provides an illustration. The grey lines denote the present-day boundary of Hamirpur constituency while the bright green lines reflect the former boundary. Areas A and B (shaded in grey)
were previously in neighbouring constituencies (the dark blue and purple regions respectively) but
are now within Hamirpur constituency. The neighbouring constituencies have always been represented by non-dynasts. Hence, by comparing area A to its former co-constituents in the dark blue
region and comparing area B to the purple region, we can identify the effect of descendant rule. Area
C (shaded in red) is no longer within Hamirpur constituency but was under the old boundary. By
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comparing villages in area C to the dark blue region (ie. villages in the constituency area C is now
in), we can identify the effect of founder rule.

5
5.1

Results
Long-run net impact of political dynasties on poverty

This section presents our main baseline result on the long-run impact of dynastic rule. Figure 6 shows
that there is no correlation between dynastic rule and our measures of poverty. The coefficient on
years of dynastic rule is never significant and their sign also shows no consistent pattern. By contrast,
the IV results, presented in Figure 7 and table 4, show a clear pattern. All the coefficients are negative
and significant at the 15% level. An additional year of dynastic rule reduces the share of households
who earn over Rs 5000 per month (~US$80) by 0.5pp. An additional standard deviation of dynastic
rule (7.8 years) thus increases this measure of poverty by about 4pp. Similarly, an additional standard
deviation of dynastic rule lowers the probability of living in a brick house by 14pp and reduces the
probability of owning a fridge, phone and vehicle by 2.5pp, 7.5pp and 7.4pp respectively. On the
whole, an additional sd of dynastic rule lowers a village’s wealth percentile rank by approximately
12 points. Comparing the OLS and the IV estimates, it appears that the OLS estimates are upward
biased, which suggests that dynasties are more likely to be found in richer places. This might be
because politics is a relatively more attractive career for a descendant in a more developed place.

5.2

Public good provision

This section provides evidence that public good provision is an important channel through which dynastic politicians affect economic development. Table 5 summarises the results across public goods
categories. The coefficient on years dynastic rule is negative for all categories of public goods. An
additional year of dynastic rule lowers the overall public goods percentile rank of a village by 1.1
points, implying that an additional standard deviation of dynastic rule worsens public good provision by about 8 points. By contrast, the OLS estimates are mostly positive. This again suggests
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upward bias of the OLS coefficients. Detailed results for each category can be found in figures 28-32
in the appendix.

5.3

Identifying founder and descendant effects

Constituency boundary changes allow us to separately identify founder and descendant effects. To
isolate descendant effects, we compare villages that were initially under non-dynast rule. After redistricting, some villages (Group A) are placed in a descendant’s constituency while others (Group
B) remain in a non-dynast’s constituency. We compare Group A and Group B villages to estimate
the effect of descendant rule. Figure 10 shows the impact of an additional year of descendant rule on
economic outcomes.
To isolate founder effects, we compare villages that are in the same non-dynast ruled constituency
today but were in different constituencies in the past. Figure 9 shows the impact of a year of founder
rule on economic outcomes. Founders’ rule actually has positive effects. An additional year of
founder rule has positive impacts on all but one wealth outcome (land owernship), and the effects
are not small. For example, an additional year of founder rule increases fridge ownership by 1.4pp,
so an additional standard deviation of founder rule (3 years) would increase vehicle ownership by
about 4pp. An additional standard deviation of founders’ rule would raise the wealth percentile rank
of a village by 15 points.
By contrast, the coefficient on descendant rule is always negative though it is never significant.
In the next section we attempt to better unpack the mechanisms behind founders’ and descendants’
effects.

6
6.1

Understanding founder effects
Bequest motives

In the previous section, we used constituency boundary changes to identify founder and descendant
effects. Founders appear to deliver more economic development to their constituents while in office.
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This section explores why founders perform better than non-dynasts in office. We aim to disentangle
two explanations for why founders outperform: selection and incentives. The selection explanation
is that it takes an exceptional politician to found a political dynasty and these high types are likely to
perform well in office as well. The incentives explanation is that the opportunity to found a dynasty
motivates better performance from the politician. We disentangle these two views by examining
the in-office performance of founders over time, and test whether founders perform better as their
offspring are closer to entering politics.
The previous section illustrated how dynastic rule has negative effects on earnings and asset ownership. It is likely that voters care about these outcomes, but it is possible that dynasts perform significantly better on other aspects of governance that these outcomes do not capture. Our next measure
of dynastic performance – voters’ self-reported assessments of their MP’s performance on various
issues – does not suffer from this flaw. On the other hand, it is hindered by all the issues faced by
subjective outcomes – priming, desirability effects, and so on, but one might perhaps expect these
biases to favour political dynasties in several situations, causing voters to be biased towards giving
dynasts good reviews. On the other hand, if dynasticism is viewed – like corruption, as ubiquitious
but a social scourge – then voters might be biased against dynasts in their assessment.
To investigate the performance of founders, we now study the performance of present-day politicians, and compare the in-office performance of politicians with a son against those who do not have
a son. Figure 22 shows that descendants systematically perform worse than non-dynasts, but politicians with a son seem to perform systematically better than those without a son. This holds true for
non-dynasts and dynastic descendants. Table 7 shows that this effect is robust to including state and
party fixed effects.
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7
7.1

Understanding descendant effects
Close elections RD design

To understand the mechanisms by which descendants underperform, we estimate a close elections
RD design comparing the short-run economic changes in economic outcomes of constituencies where
descendants narrowly win to those where descendants narrowly lose. A naive comparison of descendants against non-dynast candidates is likely to result in bias: it would capture confounding factors
that are correlated with being dynastic. For example, dynasts may be wealthier (observable) and have
stronger political networks (unobservable), factors that may affect MP performance. This strategy is
based on the idea that very close elections are determined in part by essentially random components.
There is empirical support for the notion that close elections make good natural experiments so long
as there is covariate balance in the neighborhood of the discontinuity (Eggers et al. 2015; Lee 2008;
Imbens and Lemieux 2008). We restrict the sample to close elections and estimate non-parametric
RD regressions using the dynastic victory margin (positive if descendant wins, negative if she loses)
as the running variable. The close election RD assumptions imply that descendants are essentially
randomly assigned to constituencies in close elections.
We estimate a regression of the form:

Yc,t+1 = α + β · Descendant winit + f ( Dynastic win marginct ) + Controls + ε it

where Dynast winct is a dummy variable equal to 1 if a dynast defeats a non-dynast in constituency
c at time t. The coefficient β captures the effect of descendant rule on economic outcomes over the
election cycle. The function f is a flexible function of the running variable – Descendant win marginct ,
which equals the vote share of the dynast less the vote share of the non-dynast. The identifying
assumption requires that all covariates must be smooth at the cutoff. We focus on races where either
the winner or runner-up is a dynast but not both. Figure 11 shows that there is also balance in pretreatment trends ie. that dynasts do not win in places where light intensity is growing faster or slower
over the previous 5 years (ie. the previous election cycle). This is an important sanctity check for the
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RD design, because it provides evidence against the view that declining areas elect descendants or
that mean reversion could explain the result that dynast-ruled places far worse.
We also exploit a quirk about India, namely the fact that parliamentary and administrative borders
generally do not overlap. Hence neighbouring villages may be in the same administrative district –
and hence tended to by the same bureaucrats – but lie in different political constituencies. Morever,
we restrict attention to only those villages which are ≤ 2km from a constituency border. If there
were some difference between constituencies where dynasties win and lose that was driving the observed negative effects of dynastic rule, including district and subdistrict FEs would control for that
variation.

7.2

Economic growth

We now present baseline results on the economic impacts of dynastic rule using night time luminosity
as a proxy for local economic activity. We report estimates for RD regressions where the dependent
variable is the growth in night-time luminosity in a constituency over the election cycle, and the
running variable is the dynastic vote margin (the difference in vote shares between the dynastic and
non-dynastic candidate).
Figure 13 presents results from this village-level RD regression. Visually we can see that the results
demonstrate a negative effect of dynastic rule on night lights growth. Next, we include district and
subdistrict fixed effects to control for unobserved district-level factors that affect night time lights
growth. Column 1 of table 9 tells us that dynastic rule reduces village-level night lights growth by
0.44 pp per annum on average, which is approximately 0.21 std deviations. This effect is sizeable: it
is roughly the difference in growth between a constituency at the 50th percentile of the lights growth
distribution (like Mysore) and a constituency at the 5th percentile (like Dhar in Madhya Pradesh). The
effect size and statistical significance of the coefficient are similar in column 2, where the bandwidth is
a dynastic victory margin of 3% rather than the 5% in column 1. In column 3, we shrink the bandwidth
to 1%, and the effect size is much less precisely estimated. Colum 4 shows that including district fixed
effects leaves the point estimate virtually unchanged by increases standard errors, but the coefficient
is still statistically significant at the 10% level. However, introducing subdistrict fixed effects, which
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is a very restrictive specification, marginally reduces the point estimate and increases standard errors
so that the coefficient is negative but no longer statistically significant at the 10% level.

7.3

Voter assessment of politician performance

Table 10 presents baseline results of the effects of dynastic rule based on voter assessments. Column
(1) shows that voters assess dynastic politicians to perform significantly worse – by 0.28 score points,
or 0.58 standard deviations, an effect that would take a politician performing at the median level
and reduce him to a politician at the 32nd percentile. Column (2) shows that this effect is driven by
non-coethnic voters (ie. voters of a different caste or religion) – the treatment effect is larger than in
column (1), 0.37 score points or nearly 0.78 standard deviations. Column (3) shows that co-ethnic voters subjectively assess dynastic politicians to perform just as well as non-dynastic politicians. Note
here that this is not simply a statement about ethnic bias in processing political information about performance, which other authors have documented, notably Adida et al. (2017). Columns (2) and (3) tell
us that only non-coethnics think dynastic politicians are bad, which suggests that dynastic politicians
are able to extract more loyalty from coethnics. It is possible that dynasts foster stronger clientelistic
relationships, but we have no clear evidence of this.
Table 11 presents heterogeneous treatment effects, and generally shows that there are no significant differences along gender lines (columns 1 and 2), education (columns 5 and 6) and geographic
location ie rural vs urban (columns 3 and 4).

7.4

Why do descendants underperform but persist?

We now evaluate mechanisms that can explain our baseline result – ie. why is dynastic rule bad for
development? We can broadly classify mechanisms into two categories – those which emphasise that
dynasts are “bad types” (adverse selection) and those which emphasise how dynasts may have “bad
incentives” (moral hazard).
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7.4.1

Adverse selection

First, we consider whether dynastic and non-dynastic candidates differ in observable characteristics
that could be responsible for their different levels of performance. We collect data on education, criminality and wealth from affidavits that candidates are mandated to file when they contest elections.
Table 8 presents estimates from RD regressions of candidate characteristics against the dynastic vote
margin. Figure 14 and column (1) of table 8 show that dynasts and non-dynasts have similar levels
of education. Figure 15and column (2) of table 8 show that dynastic politicians are neither more nor
less likely to be criminal politicians. And column (3) of table 8 as well as figures 16 shows covariate
balance on wealth. This suggests that differences between dynastic and non-dynastic politicians in
education, criminality and wealth are not responsible for the negative effects of dynastic rule. While
we find balance on these covariates, it is of course possible that there is imbalance on other unobserved characteristics (eg. “leadership ability”) that materially affects governance.
Second, we consider the idea that our RD design finds that marginal dynastic winners underperform because they are “lemons”. Even being in a close election despite inheriting political capital
from one’s father might be an especially bad signal about a dynast. If this story is responsible for
our results, we should find that dynasts who win by large margins are less likely to undeperform.
Figure ?? suggests that non-dynastic MPs with higher vote shares perform better in office, but the
in-office performance/vote share relationship is relatively flat for dynasts. Furthermore, 19 shows
that dynasts perform worse than non-dynasts at all levels of the performance distribution; it does not
seem that our baseline results are driven by a left tail of dynastic lemons being over-represented in
the RD sample.

7.4.2

Political competition [TBC]

Second, we examine whether dynastic victories affect political competition in subsequent elections.
Recent work suggests that some portion of the incumbency advantage that is typically observed in
many democracies may be due to a “scare-off effect”, where potential challengers are deterred from
standing from a strong incumbent. It is possible that dynasts are perceived as having strong electoral
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advantages – name recognition and a family brand that the candidate can campaign and cash in on,
resources from the party apparatus and loyalty from local party workers. We investigate whether
there is evidence of a “scare-off” effect after dynastic victories. We use two measures of political
competition – the number of candidates who contest and the victory margin (ie. the difference in
vote share between the winner and runner-up) in each election. Figure 17 shows that there is no
effect of dynastic victory in time t on the vote margin in t + 1. These graphs provide evidence against
the explanation that negative effects of dynastic rule are due to declining political competition as
dynasties become entrenched after an initial victory.

7.4.3

Rent-seeking

Third, we investigate whether dynasts are more likely to use their position for rent-seeking. As discussed, dynasties may be able to use their clout and connections with the state machinery to divert
resources and other programs and projects to their constituencies, but they may skim rent from these
at the same time. Because all candidates for public office must file their assets and liabilities at each
election, we are able to construct measures of personal wealth gain (of the candidate and his/her relatives) over the election cycle. We study whether dynasts have larger wealth gain on average. Figure
18 shows that there are on average no differences in asset gain between dynastic and non-dynastic
MPs. This suggests that greater rent-seeking on the part of dynastic MPs cannot explain the negative
effects of dynastic rule.

7.4.4

Politics within the family

Table 13 provides some evidence on the heterogeneity of governance quality within political families.
Column (1) shows the baseline result that dynasts on average perform worse. Column (2) shows that
immediate relatives – son, daughter, wife – perform even worse. By contrast, less connected dynasts
– nephews, cousins, in-laws – perform similarly to non-dynasts. Figure shows that the underperformance of close relatives is across the distribution and not restricted to marginal winners.
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7.4.5

Incentives

For various reasons, dynasts may inherit a vote base. For example, dynasts may inherit their predecessors’ core voters regardless of how well they perform in office. Alternatively, dynasts may inherit
a strong electoral machine that can deliver votes through targeted clientelism around election time.
This may mute a dynast’s incentives to exert effort to deliver on development work. We test the idea
that dynasts have lower electoral returns to performing well in office. Figure 21 shows that there is
a positive relationship between votes in the next election and in-office performance for non-dynasts,
but there is a very weak relationship for dynasts. The next 2 sections explore what sort of political
capital dynasts might inherit that give them a stable vote base. We consider two sources for now—–
name recognition and a political network that can facilitate vote buying and other clientelist transfers.

7.4.6

Name recognition

Dynasts inherit a bundle of things from their predecessors – call this political capital – that confer
electoral advantages. One of these things is a prominent name. Evidence from social psychology suggests that people are more likely to react positively to a name if they have heard it before. Arguably,
name recognition would give politicians an electoral advantage allowing otherwise worse politicians
to enter (adverse selection) and muting the incentives to perform well (moral hazard).
In this section we compare the electoral advantages of dynasts against another group of candidates
who have name recognition amongst voters – celebrities. There is a regular supply of actors, actresses
and sports starts – typically cricketers – in Indian politics, and we can compare their outcomes to those
of dynastic candidates. Table 12 shows that celebrities do not seem to have large electoral advantages
and do not appear to perform worse in office, while dynasts on average have an electoral advantage of
2.4pp and perform worse in office (based on the RD). However, the point estimates on both electoral
advantage and in-office performance are similar for both dynasts and celebrity politicians, and we
are unable to reject that both sets of coefficients are different.
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8

Theory

The following is a summary of the empirical strategy and main results: we show that politicians
with a son are more than twice as likely to establish a political dynasty, but are otherwise similar to
politicians without a son. This generates exogenous variation in where dynasties arise. Changes to
constituency boundaries over time also result in some villages being exposed only to founders and
others only to descendants even when the descendant inherits her father’s constituency. We exploit
both natural experiments and find that, relative to areas ruled by non-dynasts:
1. founders deliver more economic development than non-dynasts: longer rule by a founder MP reduces
poverty and increases the availability of public goods.
2. descendants deliver less economic development than non-dynasts: longer rule by a descendant MP
increases poverty and worsens public good provision.
3. descendants inherit significant political capital from founders: descendants are vastly over-represented
in politics and appear to have significant electoral advantage
This section suggests a simple model of dynastic politics that is consistent with these facts, and attempts to test predictions of this model using further empirical analyses. The model formalises the
idea that dynastic politicians make intergenerational transfers of political capital — here a reputation
— in ways that affect their selection and incentives. The setup presented here extends the political
agency and probabilistic voting frameworks of Besley and Coate (1997) and Persson and Tabellini
(2002).

8.1

The “Andrew Carnegie” model of dynastic politics

Andrew Carnegie, the wealthy 19th industrialist and philantropist, took a dim view of bequests: “The
parent who leaves his son enormous wealth generally deadens the talents and energies of the son and tempts him
to lead a less useful and less worthy life than he otherwise would.” Explaining his decision to establish the
Nobel Prizes instead of bequeathing the money to his children, Alfred Nobel remarked that “I consider
it a mistake to hand over to them considerable sums of money beyond what is necessary for their education. To
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do so merely encourages laziness and impedes the healthy development of the individual’s capacity to make
an independent position for himself.” A (quite literally) rich literature in economics has investigated the
effects of inheriting wealth. The consensus view of this literature is that inheriting wealth causes heirs
to reduce labour supply and increase leisure.
We can think of political bequests in similar terms. Voters exposed to outstanding founders may
form strong (positive) priors about the descendant’s ability, and may thus (rationally) discipline descendants less forcefully than non-dynasts. This creates moral hazard and allows the descendant to
win despite shirking. We now extend a simple political agency framework to show how this logic of
Bayesian updating can deliver our 3 main facts.

8.1.1

Setup

An economy consists of a mass 1 of citizens, each of whom lives for 2 periods. At birth each citizen is
assigned a type i ∈ {C, D }. Let π denote the fraction of honest citizens (C types) in the population. In
each period, citizens elect a politician whose job is to provide a public good W ∈ {0, 1}. Incumbents
always receive benefits E which capture the pecuniary benefits and ego utility from holding public
office. Citizens receive B if W = 1 and 0 otherwise. Delivering the public good requires both the
incumbent’s effort and good fortune. Once elected, the incumbent chooses effort e ∈ {0, 1} and
successfully provides the public good with probabilities P (W = 1|e = 1) = 1 − η where η < 1 and
P (W = 1|e = 0) = 0. Honest politicians (i = C) face very large psychic costs of shirking and therefore
always exert e = 1. Dishonest politicians (i = D) are tempted each period by the possibility of
shirking and earning additional rent rt ∈ U [0, 2R], and hence only exert e = 1 when the opportunity
costs of doing so are sufficiently small. We assume that 2R > β ( E + R) (1 − η ) so that some dishonest
politicians will find it optimal to shirk. Both citizens and politicians have discount factor β < 1.
Timing is as follows:
1. A generation is born: nature assigns each citizen a type i and a leader is selected at random
from the citizenry
2. The period 1 incumbent receives a draw from rent distribution r1 and chooses effort e1
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3. Voters observe their payoffs and decide whether to re-elect the incumbent or randomly draw a
leader from the citizenry
4. The period 2 incumbent receives a draw from r2 and chooses e2
5. Payoffs are realised and the game ends.

8.1.2

Non-dynastic equilibrium

We characterise Perfect Bayesian Equilibria where politicians’ strategies are optimal subject to citizens’ voting decision rule.

In-office behaviour Honest politicians always choose e = 1. Dishonest politicians always choose
e = 0 in period 2, but in period 1 they choose e = 1 if r1 < β ( E + R) (1 − η ). Define λ1BS ≡
Pr (e1 = 1| dishonest) =

β( E+ R)(1−η )
,
2R

which is an index of incumbent discipline in period 1 under

the baseline model. Note that λ1BS is decreasing in η. This is intuitive as greater noise in the outcome
should dampen the incumbent’s incentives.

Voters

As in Banks and Sundaram (1998), voters adopt a cutoff rule, re-electing incumbents who

deliver W = 1 and voting out those who do not. Only honest politicians exert effort in period 2,
so voters re-elect the politician they believe is more likely to be honest. Let π I and πC respectively
denote voters’ beliefs that the incumbent and challenger are honest. After observing W1 = 1, voters
update their priors about the incumbent using Bayes’ rule

π I |W1 = 1 =

π (1 − η )
π
=
>π
BS
π (1 − η ) + (1 − π ) λ1 (1 − η )
π + (1 − π ) λ1BS

π I |W1 = 0 =

πη

πη
 <π
+ (1 − π ) 1 − λ1BS

+ (1 − π ) λ1BS η

so long as η < 1 ie. always. Hence, it is a best response for voters to base their re-election decision on
the realisation of W1 .
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8.1.3

Dynastic equilibrium

We now extend the model to allow incumbents to establish a political dynasty. At the beginning of
period 2, the next generation — Gen Y — is born. Time periods are denoted t = X1 , X2 , Y1 , Y2 and
refer to a generation (X or Y) and a time period within each generation (1 or 2). Each citizen has
1 offspring, who takes on her parent’s type5 . Parents receive warm-glow utility ψE, ψ < 1 if their
offspring holds political office.

Voters’ beliefs Let π D denote voters’ belief that the descendant is honest. If the Gen X period 2
incumbent was a first-time officeholder who delivered W2 = 1, Gen Y voters’ calculus is similar to
re-electing a period 1 incumbent who delivered W1 = 1. In particular,

π D |W2 = 1 =

π
>π
π + (1 − π ) λ2DP

where λ2DP is the likelihood that a dishonest period 2 incumbent behaves congruently in the dynastic
equilibrium. If the bequest utility is sufficiently small relative to the direct rents from holding political


office, in particular if ψ < β 1 + RE , then a first-time officeholder who delivers W2 = 1 is more likely
honest than a first-time incumbent who delivers W1 = 1.
If the incumbent was serving her 2nd term in Gen X period 2 and delivered W2 = 1, then Gen Y
voters would prefer her descendant to a fresh candidate since
π D = (π |W1 = 1, W2 = 1) =

π (1 − η )2
π (1 − η )2 + (1 − π ) λ1DP λ2DP (1 − η )2

=

π
>π
π + (1 − π ) λ1DP λ2DP

However, if she does not provide the public good in period 2, then voters infer
π D = (π |W1 = 1, W2 = 0) =

if η <

λ1DP (1−λ2DP )
1−λ1DP λ2DP

π (1 − η ) η
 < π

π (1 − η ) η + (1 − π ) (1 − η ) λ1DP λ2DP η + 1 − λ2DP

(ie. if the performance signal is sufficiently informative) and do not elect the

descendant.
5 This assumption is for simplicity. The predictions of the model generalise to any positive correlation between parents’ and
offspring types. Related papers studying intergenerational transmission of beliefs (eg. Bisin, Topa and Verdier 2009) make
qualitatively similar assumptions.
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Bequest motives Bequest motives do not affect the behaviour of honest politicians, but lengthen
the time horizon of dishonest politicians and can discipline their behaviour in period 2. Previously no dishonest politicians exerted effort in period 2, so λ2BS = 0, whereas now dishonest politicians choose e2 = 1 if r2 < ψE (1 − η ) as providing W2 = 1 ensures their offspring’s election.
This occurs with probability λ2DP =

ψE(1−η )
2R

> 0. Moreover, incumbent discipline also weakly im-

proves even in Gen X period 1 (ie. λ1DP ≥ λ1BS ), since now period 1 incumbents choose e = 1 if
r1 < max { β ( E + R) (1 − η ) , βE (1 + ψ) (1 − η )}. Thus, relative to the baseline model, dynastic politics improves the welfare of Gen X citizens.

Descendant’s incentives Honest Gen Y descendants always deliver W = 1. Consider the incentives
of a dishonest descendant whose parent delivered W = 1 in both periods t = X1 and t = X2 . We have
already shown that voters will elect this descendant over a fresh candidate. Let π D |WX1 = 1, WX2 =
1, WY1 = 0 denote voters’ posterior belief that the descendant is honest if she does not deliver the
public good.
π D |WX1 = 1, WX2 = 1, WY1 =

if η >

1−λ1DP
−2λ1DP +1

1
λ DP λ2DP
1

π (1 − η )2 η



 >π
π (1 − η ) η + (1 − π ) λ1DP λ2DP (1 − η )2 λ1DP η + 1 − λ1DP (1 − η )
2

(ie. if the performance signal is sufficiently noisy that voters cannot con-

clude the descendant is dishonest from 1 bad draw). Under these conditions, the dishonest descendant is re-elected even when she does not deliver the public good. Hence, dishonest descendants will
exert eY1 = 0.
Citizens’ welfare

Gen X citizens are strictly better off under dynastic politics, since bequest motives

weakly improve incumbent discipline in period 1 and strictly improve it in period 2.
Gen Y citizens are rational and internalise the fact that dishonest descendants—if elected—face
moral hazard due to the strong reputation they inherit. Yet voting for the descendant may be if the
benefits of better selection (which Gen Y voters experience in both periods 1 and 2) outweigh the costs
of worse incentives (which voters experience only in period 1), if voters are sufficiently patient. In
the short-run (ie. Gen Y period 1), descendants only perform with probability π D while non-dynasts
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2

(λ1DP ) λ2DP
.
DP
1
−
λ
( 1 )(1−λ1DP λ2DP )
Udescendant = π D (1 + β) B (1 − η ) + (1 − π D ) · 0 , while Unon−dynast = π (1 + β) B + (1 − π ) λ1DP B.
λ DP [π +(1−π )λ1DP λ2DP ]
Gen Y citizens are thus better off electing a descendant if β > 1
− 1.
π (1−λ1DP λ2DP )
The conditions required to sustain a dynastic political equilibrium are thus sufficient patience and
perform with probability π + (1 − π ) λ1DP > π if π <

1 − λ1DP
1
λ1DP λ2DP

− 2λ1DP + 1

<η<

λ1DP 1 − λ2DP



1 − λ1DP λ2DP

which says that the performance signal contains enough information for previous generation incumbents to build reputation but not enough that voters can immediately throw underperforming descendants out of office.

8.1.4

Discussion

This model matches our 3 main facts: first, founders perform better even (in period 2) when voters cannot sanction them in order to bequest a positive reputation to their descendants. Second,
descendants benefit electorally from these reputational bequests and are more likely to win. Third,
descendants may underperform relative to non-dynasts due to moral hazard, even though they are
on average better selected. The descendant is more likely to be honest than a fresh draw from the
pool of politicians; but if she happens to be dishonest, the citizens are not able to credibly commit
to discipline her as they would a non-dynast. They will always re-elect the descendant and hence
dishonest descendants will never exert effort but always get re-elected.
This model has several implications. First, founders should have stronger bequest concerns and
perform better when the descendant can inherit the same voters. Second, the descendant should receive higher vote shares among voters who have experienced the founder. Third, voters with greater
exposure to the founder should be less sensitive to descendant performance. Fourth, the performance
distribution of descendants should be more dispersed — with larger left and right tails — than the
performance distribution of non-dynasts.
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9

Conclusion

Political dynasties are present in over 145 countries around the world, yet we have limited understanding of how they affect economic development. Economic theory is ambivalent: dynasts may
behave more like “stationary bandits” and this longer time horizon may encourage greater investment in their constituencies. But dynasts may also inherit significant electoral advantage and weaken
the ability of elections to hold them accountable. We compile novel data on the universe of Indian
MPs since 1952 and the universe of Indian politicians from 2003, and document high levels of dynasticism and low intergenerational mobility in Indian politics. Nearly 35% of villages in India have
experienced dynastic rule since independence, but politicians with a son are twice as likely to establish a dynasty. We exploit variation in the gender composition of MPs’ children, which creates
quasi-random variation in where dynasties arise. We find that the net long-run effect of dynastic rule
is negative but economically small. This is because it is the result of positive founder effects and
negative descendant effects. Using a close elections RD design, we find that dynastic rule has negative impacts on local economic development in the short run: night time luminosity growth slows
by 0.12 std dev per year, public good provision is worse, and voters assess dynastic MPs to perform
worse, particularly non-coethnic voters. These results are not driven by a left-tail of dynasts who
are drawn into marginal races; rather, the performance distribution of dynasts is first-order stochastically dominated by that of non-dynasts. Close family are the worst-performing dynasts. We also find
that dynasts seem to have weaker performance incentives—their vote shares in subsequent elections
are less correlated with in-office performance today than is the case for non-dynasts. In this way,
inheriting political capital may mute the performance incentives of dynastic politicians.
Our results are most consistent with a theory of dynastic politics in which founders have bequest
motives but the inheritance of political capital by descendants creates moral hazard and leads to
underperformance. Future work on political dynasties could study the factors that break the dynastic
equilibrium.β
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Figures & Tables
Figure 1: Prevalence of dynastic candidates across states
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Figure 2: Intergenerational mobility in politics
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Figure 3: First stage graph (politician level)
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Figure 4: Is having a son exogenous?
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Figure 5: First stage graph (village level)
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Figure 6: Correlation between dynastic rule and proxies of poverty
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Figure 7: Long-run net impact of dynastic rule
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Figure 8: Identifying founder effects from redistricting
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Figure 9: Identifying founder effects from redistricting
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Figure 10: Identifying descendant effects from redistricting
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Figure 11: Balance – night lights growth in pre-period

Table 1: Intergenerational mobility in Indian politics
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Vote share Vote share Vote share Vote share
Dynast
2.438∗∗∗
(0.521)
Father’s vote share
0.842∗∗∗
0.815∗∗∗
0.694∗∗∗
(0.0163)
(0.0195)
(0.0269)
Constituency FE
Yes
No
Yes
No
Party FE
Yes
No
No
Yes
State*Party FE
No
No
No
No
N
12552
2102
1997
2031
Standard errors, clustered by constituency, in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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(5)
Vote share
0.331∗∗∗
(0.0464)
Yes
No
Yes
1765

Figure 12: Balance – constituency size

Table 2:
Ruled by political dynasty
Total years
Years of dynastic rule
Years of founder rule
Years of descendant rule
Fraction of years ruled by dynasty
Fraction of years ruled by founder
Fraction of years ruled by descendant

All
0.35
47.22
5.47
2.56
2.92
0.11
0.05
0.06

No. of villages

474117
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Sample
Has dynasty
51.37
15.83
7.39
8.43
0.30
0.14
0.16
163945

Figure 13: RD results on night lights (village-level)
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Figure 14: Candidate balance – Education
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Figure 15: Candidate balance – criminality
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Figure 16: Candidate balance – wealth
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Figure 17: Mechanism – political competition (vote margin in next election)
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Figure 18: Mechanism – rent seeking (asset gain between election cycles)
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Figure 19: Do non-marginal dynasts perform well?
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Figure 20: Dynastic performance across the distribution
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Figure 21: Does electoral advantages breed moral hazard?
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Figure 22: Dynastic performance across the distribution
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Has son
No. of children
Vote share in 1st election
Independence movement
Minister
Total terms in Lok Sabha

55

Sample
Demographic controls
Political controls
State FE
Party FE
Observations
Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 3: First stage: founder level
Dependent variable: indicator variable denoting whether politician i founded a dynasty
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
0.0183∗∗
0.0148∗
0.0219∗∗
0.0424∗∗
0.00361
(0.00740) (0.00862)
(0.0104)
(0.0212)
(0.00355)
-0.000818
-0.00235
-0.00352
-0.000935
(0.00302)
(0.00370)
(0.00488)
(0.00133)
0.00118∗
0.00192∗∗
0.0000226
(0.000666)
(0.000972)
(0.000227)
0.0847
0.0947
0.00626
(0.0625)
(0.0623)
(0.0106)
0.0217
0.0269
-0.00149
(0.0200)
(0.0232)
(0.00313)
0.0195∗∗∗
0.0297∗∗∗
0.000384
(0.00524)
(0.00669)
(0.00132)
All
All
All
Married before 1975
Married after 1975
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
2998
2703
1777
998
710

OLS
Years dynastic rule

IV
Years dynastic rule

District FE
N

0.000197
(0.000292)
-0.0237∗∗∗
(0.00813)

0.00000794
(0.000519)

Yes
342356

-0.00321
(0.00206)

0.000324∗
(0.000178)

Yes
342356

-0.00960∗
(0.00504)

0.000670∗
(0.000350)

Yes
342356

-0.00954∗∗
(0.00447)

-0.0000917
(0.000356)

Yes
342356

-0.0166∗∗∗
(0.00640)

0.000259
(0.000417)

(6)
Wealth percentile

-0.00567
(0.00368)
Yes
342356

Table 4: OLS relationship between dynastic rule and poverty
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Earns> Rs 5k Brick house
Fridge
Phone
Vehicle

Yes
342356

Yes
Yes
0.375
358910

-0.00292
(0.00337)

0.000371
(0.000246)

Yes
Yes
0.267
360616

-0.0106
(0.00662)

0.000254
(0.000288)

Yes
Yes
0.474
357715

-0.0199∗∗
(0.00859)

0.000771∗∗
(0.000359)

Yes
Yes
0.350
357690

-0.00795∗
(0.00479)

0.000773∗∗
(0.000321)

Yes
Yes
0.651
303567

-0.00986
(0.00612)

0.000635∗
(0.000331)

Table 5: Impact of dynastic rule on public good provision: IV estimates
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Education rank Healthcare rank Sanitation rank Connectivity rank Electrification rank

Standard errors, clustered at the tehsil level, are in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

OLS
Years dynastic rule

IV
Years dynastic rule

Controls
District FE
Adjusted R2
Observations
Standard errors, clustered at the tehsil level, are in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 6: What issues do voters think are important? (Score 1-3)
mean
sd
1 Agricultural loan availability
0.98
1.11
2 Electricity for Agriculture
1.13
1.16
3 Better price-realization for farm products
1.20
1.28
4 Irrigation Programmes
1.09
1.20
5 Subsidy for seeds and fertilizers
1.08
1.22
6 Accessibility of MP
1.96
0.81
7 Anti-terrorism
2.07
0.71
8 Better employment opportunities
2.33
0.76
9 Better electric supply
2.20
0.74
10 Better hospitals / Primary Healthcare Centres
2.15
0.80
11 Better Law and Order / Policing
2.16
0.78
12 Better public transport
2.26
0.79
13 Better roads
2.22
0.76
14 Better schools
2.16
0.80
15 Drinking water
2.20
0.77
16 Empowerment of Women
2.19
0.78
17 Environmental issues
2.12
0.78
18 Eradication of Corruption
2.09
0.81
19 Reservation for jobs and education
2.12
0.76
20 Security for women
2.17
0.79
21 Strong Defence/Military
2.11
0.78
22 Subsidized food distribution
2.15
0.80
23 Training for jobs
2.14
0.76
24 Trustworthiness of MP
2.09
0.80
25 Other
1.10
1.16
26 Better garbage clearance
0.57
0.99
27 Encroachment of public land / lakes etc
0.57
0.98
28 Facility for pedestrians and cyclists on roads
0.59
1.02
29 Better food prices for Consumers
0.61
1.05
30 Traffic congestion
0.59
1.03
Average Importance of issue
2.19
0.40
Observations
21531
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Table 7: Founder incentives
Performance
(1)
(2)
Has a son
0.103∗∗∗ 0.141∗∗∗
(0.041)
(0.051)
Dynast*Has a son
Controls
State FE
Party FE
N

Yes
Yes
Yes
108428

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 8: RD balance regression

Dynast

Observations

(1)

(2)

(3)

Education

Criminal charges

Log Assets

-0.114

0.421

-0.627

(0.582)

(0.582)

(0.567)

140

210

195

Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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-0.097∗
(0.050)
Yes
Yes
Yes
108428

Table 9: Baseline results
RD estimate
59

Bandwidth
District FE
Subdistrict FE
Observations

Depvar: village-level night lights growth
-0.426∗∗∗ -0.497∗∗∗ -2.067∗∗∗ -0.534∗ -0.217
(0.0948)
(0.131)
(0.745)
(0.301) (0.216)
5%
No
No
12375

3%
No
No
6406

1%
No
No
2264

5%
Yes
No
12346

Standard errors, clustered at the constituency level, are in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

5%
No
Yes
12271

Table 10: Voter assessment of politician performance
All voters Voter different caste to MP
Voter same caste as MP
-0.280∗∗
-0.375∗∗∗
-0.149
(0.127)
(0.137)
(0.104)
Observations
16731
9410
6167
Sample
Dynast

Standard errors, clustered at the constituency level, are in parentheses.
All regressions include party and state FEs and controls for constituency and respondent characteristics.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 11: Impact of dynastic victory on voter assessment of politician performance
Dependent variable: voter assessment of MP performance
Sample
Male
Female Rural Urban Uneducated Educated
lwald
-0.448
-0.360
-0.488
-0.249
-0.369
-0.217
(0.277) (0.311) (0.349) (0.233)
(0.367)
(0.343)
Observations 14522
6753
14539
6390
8957
3008
Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 12: How do celebrities perform in elections and in office?
(1)
(2)
(3)
Vote share
Performance Performance
Celebrity
0.0210
-0.0834
(0.0173)
(0.159)
Dynast
0.0245∗∗∗
-0.0959∗
(0.00778)
(0.0522)
Estimation
N

Fixed effects
228025

RD
227976

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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RD
227976

Table 13: How do immediate family compare to other dynasts?
(1)
(2)
(3)
All dynasts Son/Daughter/Wife Other dynasts
Wins close election
-0.0959∗
-0.146∗∗
0.00388
(0.0522)
(0.0625)
(0.0664)
N
227976
140978
79453
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Appendix
Figure 23: Prevalence of dynastic candidates across states
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Figure 24: Prevalence of dynastic candidates across states
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Figure 25: Prevalence of dynastic winners across states
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Figure 26: First stage graph
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Figure 27: Placebo first stage graph
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Figure 28: Long-run net impact of dynastic rule
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Figure 29: Long-run net impact of dynastic rule
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Figure 30: Long-run net impact of dynastic rule
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Figure 31: Long-run net impact of dynastic rule
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Figure 32: Long-run net impact of dynastic rule
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